Jan-21
DESN 384 Digital Sound Week 3

Since there are a number of files to turn in this week, please remember to include your name and a clear indication of which assignment number it is. Putting them all in a “Week 3” folder as some of you are already doing, would be a good idea.

Suggested Order of Activities
Follow the Adobe Audition link for instructions on how to access the software at home this quarter. Also find excellent links for learning Audition's tools. Install Adobe Audition.

Listen to the Lecture on Decibels Envelopes and Harmonics, while viewing the associated slides, and answering the study questions below.

Listen to the short Signal-to-Noise Ratios.

Watch the lecture Noise Reduction Introduction while viewing the slides to accompany them.

Watch the lecture Removing Noise with Audacity and Audition while viewing the slides to accompany them.

Background On-Line Reading: follow “web resource links” on drbraukmann.com, examine and be prepared to answer the study questions listed under each link on the web resource links page.
  NR1: Audacity's Noise Reduction
  NR2: Short term noise reduction with Audition's 
	Healing brush; 
  NR3: In-depth noise removal strategies 
	with Audition
  NR4: Noise Reduction Tools (Sound on Sound)
  A5: Normalization in Audacity

Complete Assignments 1, 2, 3, 4
	On drbraukmann.com you will find:
	Links to the five sound files you need
	Example sound files used in the lecture.
	An rtf version of this assignment sheet, 
		allowing you to open it and type the 
		answers if you wish.

Assignments 1 and 2 can actually be done either with Audacity or with Adobe Audition. Assignments 3 and 4 should be done in Audition. The Audition software is available for your own computer through EWU.

Complete Assignment 5 - This is easy to do with Audacity. However, trying it with Audition would be worth your time, as this is what Audition is designed for. It's a premier product for voice work. 
Assignment 1: Remove traffic noise from a recording of New Zealand bird calls
Use Audacity or Adobe Audition to remove the sound of traffic from the background of the bird calls. Try not to change the apparent tonal character of the bird calls. Turn it in as an MP3. 
						
Assignment 2: Repair a noisy production file 
Reduce/Remove the fan noise from the "waitress #9" scene dialog track. This is worth the most points because the track has serious problems.
• To save time, first trim away the long pauses and directors instructions, leaving about 20 to 30 seconds with all the important dialog.

• As discussed in the lecture there are a number of tools that might work to minimize the fan noise, and often can be used together, including:

1 • Simply reducing the level of noise between blocks of dialog, section by section with 
Effect > Amplify with –dB settings. Be subtle.

2. And/or • Finding a narrow band of frequencies to cut with EQ. 

3. And/or • Using the Effect > Noise Reduction tool. This utilizes the sound "fingerprint."
• Important overall strategy: In a track with this much noise, it is not possible to eliminate all the noise and keep the dialog in excellent condition. So, just as you would for any professional client, turn in two alternate versions, each with different kind of compromise:

Version 1 will have the most noise reduction, but still with acceptable intelligible dialog, 

Version 2  will maximize dialog quality while achieving some noticeable noise reduction. (but not as much noise reduction as version 1)

Note that both of these versions should be improvements over the original recording. However having two versions lets the director choose which compromises to accept.

• Make it clear which is which when you turn them in, using “Wk3mostReduction” & “Wk3bestDialog” in the file names. Turn in as MP3s.
						
Assignment 3: Remove two squeaks
The Adobe Audition Spot Healing Brush is the best way to remove the background squeaks from the rolling door sound (4 squeaks?). Turn it in as an MP3.
						
Assignment 4: Remove unwanted noises from a guitar concert track
Again, the Adobe Audition Spot Healing Brush may be the best way to remove most of the sound of the thump and cough in the background of the track. You will need to experiment a bit to keep the sound of the guitar natural and full. Turn in as MP3.
						
Assignment 5: Turn a rough dialog track into an ad. You are given a rough section of dialog that must be edited. (This is no noise to worry about here.)

Step 1: It needs to have: 
• Unnecessary parts cut out, (engineer’s interruption, repeated dialog, etc)
• Any unnaturally long pauses shortened, 
• Any quiet parts boosted so all the phrases seem to be all at an even level. 

Step 2: New tool: Compression
When the above editing is complete try adding a little compression to the whole dialog. 
Audacity > Use Effects > Compression
Try these compression settings: 
	Threshold -20 dB, Noise Floor -65 dB
	Ratio: 2:0, Attack .2 sec, Release 1 sec
	Turn OFF Make-up gain for 0 dB.
If it seems really loud, you may have forgotten to turn off Make-up Gain. Or you might want to raise the Threshold a bit. With these settings it should seem quieter. But what other change do you hear?

Or in Audition > 
Effects Rack> Amplify & Compression
>Dynamics > Select only the compression tool.

Step 3: Bring the level back up to about 60% (in Audacity: Effects > Normalize -3 dB)

Step 4: Finally, make it exactly 30 sec long using (Audacity) Effects > Change Tempo.  It is easy to do. You will see in the effect dialog, that you can easily set the final length to any number of seconds. Yep, that's how ads and dialog are often fit into exact time slots.

Turn it in as an MP3.
						
Coming Up Next Week: Recording Hardware
If you get a chance, download the manual for your audio interface, and get your kit up and running on your own computer. It will probably work fine. But if a problem pops up with your settings, it would be good to troubleshoot them a week early. Please avoid the surprisingly common mistake of accidentally using the computer's built-in microphone.
						
Question from A5 reading: What does normalization mean? 
(Hint: it relates to adjusting the peak amplitude of a recording to make it match other recordings, or conform to standards such as are common for digital distribution. 
Oops that might be the whole answer.)

What does Effects > Change Tempo do? What characteristics of the sound seem to change? The pitch? The length of words?
Selected Questions from Linked Reading
Noise-reduction Tools and Techniques SOS

Gates are only really effective on what kinds of noise problems? 
	More Complete Answer: Noise gates work the best if the unwanted noise is fairly low AND the wanted sound masks the noise when the gate is open. Have it drop the level perhaps 12 dB, but not to zero. That would call attention to the process.

When is the complete removal of noise counter-productive? 

What is masking?


Masking works only when the frequency range of unwanted noise matches what?


A narrow filter can be used to cut unwanted hum frequencies. Why is a "narrow" filter best? 


But why is "amp electrical buzz" not a simple EQ problem? 


What are the basic pieces of advice given at the end of the article? 

What does a spectral Frequency Display show? (Found in both Audacity and Audition)


How does Audition's Auto Heal work?


Study Questions from the lecture Decibels, Envelopes, Harmonics

Why is the decibel scale perfect for sound editors?
What is the smallest dB change in level that we can usually detect?

What change in dB represents "half as loud"?

What change in dB represents a sound "twice as far away"?

How many dB would represent someone reading in a living room?

What is the one most important thing to remember about hardware dBv and dBu specifications?


What does a RMS meter show you?

Why would you want to switch to a peak meter? 
A: A good use would be when recording percussion instruments, because the transients will be very strong and quick. A peak meter is quick enough to catch and show the transient levels, so they won't clip. 

What are the four kinds of harmonics discussed?
(That is, the four related terms.)

Study Questions from Noise Reduction Lecture and Slides

In general, what is noise to a sound editor?

What is meant by "signal-to-noise-ratio"?


What is an acceptable s/n ratio?  
	A: 70 dB or more.

What is certainly a poor s/n ratio?
	A: 50 dB or less.

How does noise increase if you mix two tracks that both have the same s/n ratio?
	A: Noise adds up +3 dB.

Using software to reduce apparent noise in recordings is good. But what is better?


What are three strategies for dealing with noise "on the set" when you are about to record?
Why would you want to record a few minutes of “no dialog” while recording dialog in the field?
Why might you want to record the noise source as its own track in the recording session, especially a remote session?

Bottom Line: Why are balanced cables better at reducing electromagnetic noise, like AC hum?


Describe the connectors: TRS, and an XLR.
What is the general advice for how much you should reduce noise in postproduction (the mixing and editing stage)?


ALL noise reduction techniques require...?


When is masking create an audio problem?


When does masking solve an audio problem?


What is good about using EQ filters for noise reduction? What is the major drawback?


Gates are only really effective on what kinds of noise problems? 


Explain sampled, or fingerprint, or noise print, noise reduction.

What typical problems come up when using noise "fingerprints" or "prints" to guide digital noise reduction software? 


What types of noise does Audition's healing tool do well?

How does an audio gate work?


When using an EQ filter to reduce noise, why are octaves important?

How many of the seven "Remember..." noise reduction tips do you remember?

